
 

SPOD 3.4 “Raffaele” Platform is out! 
Our Working Group is proud and happy to release the new version 3.4 of the Social Platform for Open Data 

(SPOD), produced by the Working Group! Our SPOD allows easy discussions, effective co-creation and 

smooth social interactions around Open Data.  

Among the most relevant new features of “Raffaele” SPOD platform:  

Major features 

 Cocreation room introduces Quality and Privacy checks with Artificial Intelligence (AI) - related 

technology during the co-creation phase. Each users can optionally run the quality and privacy 

checks directly within the cocreation data room.  A guided process (checking type inference, 

content and structural privacy breaches) enables the user to have immediate feedback of quality 

and privacy problems of the dataset until it’s published.  

o In the Cocreation data room, the “Quality Check” new button allows data cleansing and 

data monitoring.  

o The quality assessment has the objective to help the user in identifying heterogeneous 

columns - for instance, a column which contains all numbers except a small number of 

textual information. 

o The privacy assessment aims to help the user in identifying privacy breaches within the 

dataset (i.e. person name and surname, e-mail, IBANs, telephone numbers). 

 Controllet  is enhanced  by  a step-by-step  quick guide 

o  A quick tour, in each step of the Controllet, highlights the main features. 

 

Fixed Issues 

All fixed issues are available on the Git Hub at following link 

 

Note 

SPOD  app mobile 1.4.3 for SPOD v.3.4 requires to clear cache and data on  your Android phone (only  for 

previous installation of SPOD app): 

  Updating SPOD app through Google Play 

 Clear browsing app of your Chrome app   (more details are available at 

https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/2392709?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en ) 

 Clear cache and  data of SPOD app 

http://spod.routetopa.eu/
https://www.routetopa.eu/
https://github.com/routetopa/spod/milestone/17?closed=1
https://github.com/routetopa/spod/milestone/17?closed=1
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/2392709?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en


 

Cocreation data:   Quality and Privacy checks 
In the Cocreation data room,  a new technique and methods of data cleansing and data monitoring are 

introduced to ensure data quality. The “Quality Check” new button allows data cleansing and data 

monitoring.  

The “Column/Cell tab” shows: 

Quality and Privacy indicators Description User Interface 

Type  Empty or null values, 
Mismatches 

 

Metatype Missing values, Mismatches  

Privacy It verifies i if the text contains 
structured personal data (An 
example: the combination of 
name, surname (or SSN) and a 
date could be a personal data 
since it could represent 
information about the birth date 
of a person ).  

 

Typo correction   
 
 

 

The “Column/Cell” tab recaps Type, Metatype, Privacy and Typo.  On the left there (see screenshot 

below (1)) is the evaluated dataset.  



 

 

On the right, there is the interactive survey of all the detected problems. (See screenshot below 

(2)) 

 

 

An example when a user clicks in the “type” section and if the problem occurs, the cell highlights with 

details and suggestions for any correction (see Details in popup).  The schema tab shows structural privacy 

breaches (such as email, phone, mobile phone, name surname and address). 



 

 

  



 

 

Controllet: A quick step-by-step guided Controllet tour  
A user-friendly quickly guide allows you to guide the user with the main features in each step of the 

Controllet. Clicking on the  button to start the quick tour. 

 

 



 

 


